Fuller, Agnes. Papers, 1894–1923. .10 foot.
Teacher. Certificates and teaching contracts (1894–1923); a teaching assignment (1907) from the U.S. Indian Service at McAlester, Indian Territory; and the Choctaw spelling book, *Chata Holisso* (n.d.), printed by the Richmond Presbyterian Committee of Publication, containing the alphabet, symbols, tables, vocabularies, the Ten Commandments and the Lord’s Prayer, names of animals, money tables, and moral essays, all in the Choctaw language.

________________

**Items:**

- Indian Territory and Oklahoma Teacher's Certificates (1901-1926).
- Arkansas Teacher's Certificate (1894).
- Teachers' Contracts for Choctaw and McCurtain counties (1910-1922).
- Teaching assignments from the Department of the Interior for schools in the Choctaw Nation (1901-1906).
- *Chahta Holisso Ai Isht Iz Vmmona (The Choctaw Spelling Book)* (no date).